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JOÃO DIAS

João Dias é um artista plástico com foco no desenvolvimento de linguagens plásticas em zonas limite. A seleção
de trabalhos que se segue debruça-se sobre a exploração da
linguagem de Pintura, lançamento de propostas e limites.

João Dias is a visual artist focusing on the development of
plastic languages in border areas. The selection of work that
follows is an the exploration of the language of Painting and
the launching of proposals and limits.

1. Archeology-1820426_960_720- pixabay.com
1. Archeology-1820426_960_720- pixabay.com
2. Ruinas Romanas Raposeira, Arqueohoje, Lda, Carla Santos, Joaquim Garcia
2. Roman Ruins of Raposeira, Arqueohoje, Lda, Carla Santos, Joaquim Garcia

pormenor da exposição “Ensaio para uma Pintura de Futuro” Museu Nacional Grão Vasco, 2017
exhibition detail “Ensaio para uma Pintura de Futuro” National Museum Grão Vasco, 2017

Artefacto de pedra_15, 2017
Tinta de membrana, poliestireno e cimento reforçado
Membrane paint, polystyrene and reenforced concrete
39 x 102,5 x 31 cm

Artefacto de pedra_16, 2017
Tinta de membrana, poliestireno e cimento reforçado
Membrane paint, polystyrene and reenforced concrete
28,5 x 147 x 39 cm

Elemento Pictográfico Construtivo_03, 2017
Tinta de membrana e betão cofrado
Membrane paint and coffered concrete
104 x 130 x 20 cm

Elemento Pictográfico Construtivo_06, 2017
Tinta de membrana e betão cofrado - Membrane paint and coffered concrete. 265 x 46 x 20 cm

Elemento Pictográfico Módulo Urbano_01, 2017
Tinta de membrana, cimento reforçado, esferovite, madeira e ferro - Membrane paint, reenforced concrete, polystyrene, wood and iron. 230 x 133 x 145 cm

Conjunto de moldes pictográficos, 2017
Poliestireno e cimento reforçado
Polystyrene and coffered concrete
64 x 95 x 130 cm
Dimensões variáveis - variable dimensions

pormenores da exposição “Ensaio para uma Pintura de Futuro” no Museu Nacional Grão Vasco
exhibition details from “Essay for a Future Painting” at National Museum Grão Vasco

Studies on Water_09 _10, 2017
Óleo s/ papel para óleo
Oil on oil paper
25 x17,5 cm

Studies on Water_05, 2017
Óleo s/ papel para óleo
Oil on oil paper
25 x17,5 cm

Steven Barich
ARTIFACT -/- ARTIFICIAL
EPOCH -/- EXHIBITION

The Recent Artwork of João Dias.
If painting is a language, then that language is material, layered, structural, mark over mark,
information upon information, time after time—dimensions appear and disappear, depending—
and like semiotics this language is constantly revealing a hidden logic. Tradition is often the reference from which we go about interpreting contemporary things, and in regard to painting, we
are traditionally speaking of painting as a “window onto the world.”1 Thus, one can conclude
that painting is a language of seeing.

This is the artifact.
Painting—again within tradition—is assumed in two-dimensional space, and this too is a
structure upon which we are educated to “read” the language. The layers of paint and the
shapes that combine there are foundational—each mark, stroke, daub is arranged, much like
how the vowel and consonant come together, to form words, then sentences, perhaps then an
essay…. In more contemporary terms, each painted mark is like a pixel or a bit of the string of
code—raw information waiting to be compiled—and what is understood to be the basis to the
full construction. Fragments pertaining to a whole, these pieces are individual, unique. With
innate curiosity, we study each their particular origins, their properties and their placement
with precision, always combining the fragments, until the complete picture comes into focus.
What exactly is it then that we are looking at, in the recent works of João Dias? What happens
when the pixel becomes isolated to its own image-object? Do we still agree that it remains fixed
to its origin, just one artifact of the implied larger structure?

1. Leon Battista Alberti writes, “First of all, on the surface which I am going to paint, I draw a rectangle of
whatever size I want, which I regard as an open window through which the subject to be painted is seen.”
(De pictura, 1.19).
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This is the artificial.

This is the exhibition.

Imagine that over time this Image-Language of Painting—if we allow a proper title
to it—is layered upon itself, much like a geological process, and the artist may take a
position to “dig deeper” into this construction (the Whole), this history, an archeology of the image-language itself. He may use what is revealed to position a critique,
with or without metaphor. Sometimes this “metaphor-form” comes to our eyes
newly constructed and in a new “body”—we cannot so easily read it, because as
said earlier, this language is something viewed.

Dias presents to us artworks built upon the foundation of the Image-Language of Painting,
developing into minimalistic structures—bordering on the non-objective—with colored/
non-colored ground, that exemplify this materialization beyond the traditional paint and
canvas. The artworks lure us from a natural (geological) reference to an artificial (reproduction) construction, and back again. Particular artworks, perceived as building blocks—and it
is easy to think these objects are literally this—one may interpret that João Dias has laid out
tools for our own exploration: are we to arrange the Image-Painting Language ourselves,
and like Dias has posited, to “write” in this new language with the tools he is offering?
These new object-paintings /pixel-bodies are structures that contain a literal weight in
their three-dimensional forms: they persist in the imagination as sculpture “dug up” from
a previous “archeology” by the artist. The pixel has become the complete picture, the full
object… or has it? Or again, just another fragment to a larger whole, and with every expansion, the object bends back upon itself. Thus some hidden logic of painting slowly begins
to reveal itself… yet, with just simple visual observation upon such artwork(s), we also conclude that: these are no longer paintings.

’
Therefore it is the artist s process that shares weight—literally and figuratively—with
the final object: layer-upon-layer of ground and paint, applied, removed, applied
again… but just as likely scraped out, scraped away, revealed from below the surface, and with choices made therein of what is worthy to show. These essential
“translations” of the Image-Language of Painting—the process—are now interpretable both as micro-image and macro-form, new marks/markers by which we are
guided to re-read the language with a new fluency… or is it to re-apply focus on the
(in)complete picture?
The progressive push, a contemporary investigation: rising out the past, diving into
an unknown future.

This is the epoch.
How does one see within the image? How do you turn a pixel, to examine its structure? When painting has a language, is a language, and if at all like words on a page,
what is the visual grammar we shall utilize in order to understand this within-structure
of painting? Who shall open up the two-dimensional aspect of traditional painting, to
discover that it now holds three?
João Dias has said he is working with a “materialization of painting.” It is easy to just
take this literally. But is painting not already a material thing: oil, pigment, canvas,
frame? When we typify what painting “is” via its material medium, adding to the
traditional interpretation (its two-dimensional materialness), and then to look at the
’
recent artworks of João Dias, we may begin to understand the artist s timeline of process from archeology to the epoch of now… and how that is an exploration of painting language in an expanded form. We can see this artist asks: what are the limits in
the Image-Language of Painting?

Should we see this artwork as painting? Or, is this artwork of painting? There is a possible
shift in interpretation of semiotics to semantics. Yet, there is no doubt that it is technically
an act of painting—paint laid upon form—yet a (de)constructed form in three-dimensions,
set loose from the traditional plane, presented for (re)examination. We recognize its fragmentation from a two-dimensional source… and, these new forms are perhaps willfully
constructed incomplete: a reference to consider the impossibility to ever grasp the complete picture.
Let us now ask the artist: what further revealing of this language is possible, is required?
What is the next iteration and re-placement of forms, the following mark that comes after
mark, what edge shall alter the form and what material that is substance shall be manipulated to appear as something altogether what it is not?
Archeology entails an analysis, defined as looking into the past, an excavation of culture,
and meaning derived. Can one attempt to reverse this accepted definition of archeology:
focus on the fragments, revealed though also never once hidden, isolated from tradition,
for the presentation of a future question?
The answer can be found in an Essay for a Future Painting.

Inês Ferreira

Inês Ferreira

13 de Dezembro de 1992, Viseu
Licenciada em Cinema, Vídeo e Comunicação Multimédia, a terminar o mestrado em Estudos Curatoriais na Universidade de Coimbra, Viseu e Lisboa,
onde está a estagiar na Fundação Caixa Geral de
Depósitos – Culturgest, na área de produção e
exposições.
Fez a co-curadoria e produção de exposições de
Luisa Cunha, Vasco Araújo e artistas da Université
Paris-Sorbonne. Em cinema, as suas áreas de eleição de trabalho são a Arte e a Produção.

December 13th, 1992, Viseu
Graduated in Cinema, Video and Multimedia Commu’
nication, finishing her master s degree in Curatorial
Studies at the University of Coimbra, Viseu and Lisbon,
where she is working in the Caixa Geral de Depósitos
Foundation - Culturgest, in the area of production and
exhibitions.
She co-curated and produced exhibitions by Luisa
Cunha, Vasco Araújo and artists of the Université Paris-Sorbonne. In cinema, elects in the areas of Art and
Production.

Steven Barich

Steven Barich

Steven Barich é um artista visual, escritor e educador
nascido na América. Obteve o Bacharelado em Belas
Artes Pintura e Desenho pela Faculdade de Artes da
Califórnia, EUA (1997) e o mestrado em Escultura
e Pintura na Mills College, EUA (2001). Exposições
individuais na Branch Gallery (EUA), Rowan Morrison
Gallery (EUA), The Compound Gallery (EUA), Galeria
Saguão (PT) e com exposições coletivas na Southern
Exposure ), O Centro de Arte Contemporânea de
Orange County (EUA), o Museu Boijmans van Beuningen (NL), o Centro de Arte Contemporânea TENT (NL)
e Curators without Borders (D).
Vive atualmente em Portugal, desenvolvendo um
projeto de residências de Arte e Educação em zona
rural, organizado pelo Moinhos do Dão - Eco Quinta.

Steven Barich is an American-born visual artist, writer
and educator. He earned a Bachelor of Fine Art degree
in painting and drawing from the California College of
the Arts, USA (1997) and a Master of Fine Art degree in
sculpture and painting from Mills College, USA (2001).
Exhibitions include solo shows at Branch Gallery (USA),
Rowan Morrison Gallery (USA), The Compound Gallery
(USA), Galeria Saguão (PT), as well as group exhibitions at Southern Exposure (USA), The Orange County
Center for Contemporary Art (USA), the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen (NL), TENT Center for Contemporary Art (NL) and Curators without Borders (D).
He currently lives in Portugal, developing an Art and
Education residency project in the countryside, hosted
by the Moinhos do Dão - Eco Quinta.

Carlos Vidal

Carlos Vidal

Carlos Vidal nasceu em 1964, em Lisboa, onde vive
e trabalha.
Artista, crítico e professor. Licenciado em Pintura
pela Faculdade de Belas-Artes da Universidade de
Lisboa, onde lecciona Pintura, Composição e Crítica
de Arte e Media (Mestrado de Pintura 2005-06),
Temas de Arte Contemporânea (Mestrado de Pintura) e seminários de doutoramento.
É doutorado em Belas-Artes/Pintura com a tese
intitulada: «Invisualidade da Pintura: História de
uma Obsessão (de Caravaggio a Bruce Nauman)»
(FBAUL, 2009, com a classificação máxima de Aprovado com Distinção e Louvor por Unanimidade).

Carlos Vidal was born in 1964, in Lisbon, where he lives
and work.
Vidal is an artist, critic and professor, who is graduated
in Painting by the Fine Arts’ Faculty of the University of
Lisbon. Here he teaches subjects like Painting, Composition and Critique of Art and Media (Master of Painting
2005-06), Themes of Contemporary Art (Master of
Painting) and several PHD seminars.
Carlos Vidal recently published his PHD thesis that was
distinguished and approved with praise: Non visuality
of Painting: History of an Obsession (from Caravaggio
to Bruce Nauman), 2009.

JOÃO DIAS
Lisboa (Portugal)

JOÃO DIAS
Lisbon (Portugal)

João Dias é um artista plástico com foco no desenvolvimento de linguagens plásticas em zonas limite. Utiliza estratégias de pensamento
da tradicão da Pintura e do desenho para explorar mediums contemporâneos industriais, desenvolvendo relações com a escultura,
arquitectura e arqueologia. As suas obras refletem sobre os limites
da linguagem plástica.

João Dias is an artist focusing on the development of visual languages in
border areas. The artist employs strategies of thinking based in traditional
mediums like Painting and Drawing to explore contemporary, industrial
mediums and materials. Additional relations with sculpture, architecture
and archeology practices, the artist reflects on the limits of traditions.

O seu trabalho tem sido apresentado internacionalmente em cidades como Munique, Berlim, Gdanzk, Barcelona, Murcia, Londres, Paris
ou Nova York, foi premiado com a bolsa INOV-Art para a cidade de
Berlim, cidade onde viveu de 2008 até 2012. Tem vindo a ser expor
em locais como o Museu Nacional Grão Vasco, Viseu; Carpe Diem
Centro de Arte e Pesquisa, Lisboa; Casa da Cerca – Centro de Arte
Contemporãnea, Almada; EDGE- ARTS , Lisboa; Galeria Serpente,
Porto; Galeria Pedro Serrenho, Lisboa; LEAP Gallery, Berlim; Gallery
Tristesse de Luxe, Berlim; Centro Parraga, Murcia; Centro Negra,
Blanca...
Foi o fundador da Saguão – Galeria Experimental em Viseu em 2013,
e é o responsavel pelos “Objectos Experimentais” residencias artisticas para desenvolvimento de objetos artisticos interactivos de natureza mecânica e/ou tecnologica, no centro Histórico de Viseu.
O seu trabalho pode ser encontrado nas coleções da Fundação PLMJ,
Coleção Edge Arts e Coleção de Multiplos Carpe Diem.

Dias has exhibited his work internationally in cities such as Munich, Berlin,
Gdanzk, Barcelona, Murcia, London, Paris and New York, and was awarded
with the INOV-ART grant for the city of Berlin, where he lived between
2008 and 2012. National exhibitions include the National Museum Grão
Vasco, 2017; Drawing Residency in Casa da Cerca – Contemporary Art
Center, Almada; Serpente Gallery Oporto; “Archeology of Painting” EDGE
ARTS, Lisbon 2016; Carpe Diem Art and Research Center, Lisbon 2015;
Frabrica do Braço de Prata, Lisbon, 2010;LEAP Gallery, Berlin; Gallery Tristesse de Luxe, Berlin; Centro Parraga, Murcia; Centro Negra, Blanca.
João Dias is the founder and artistic director of Saguão –Experimental Gallery, in Viseu since 2013. In 2014 he initiated the “Objectos Experimentais”
program of exhibitions: international artist residencies for the development
of interactive artworks of mechanical and/or technological nature, exhibited
within the historic center of Viseu.
Collections that have acquired the work of João Dias include: the PLMJ Foundation, Edge Arts Collection and the Multiples Collection of Carpe Diem.

